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Whitehead (2020, “Whitehead”) made numerous mistakes in his
calculations, which we enumerate below. When these errors are cor-
rected, adding-up fails for each theoretically valid parametric model
that Whitehead used. Adding-up also fails with the Kristrom non-
parametric estimator, which he had suggested in a previous critique of
our paper (Whitehead, 2016a). Whitehead's analyses provide no in-
stance, when his errors are corrected, of adding-up passing.

Whitehead argues that non-monotonicity, flat portions of the re-
sponse curve, and fat tails are problems with our data. These problems
are typical of contingent valuation (CV) data, and not unique to our
study. As examples, we show below that Whitehead's past CV studies
have the same problems, as does the Chapman et al. (2009) study that
underlies ours. These data issues constitute another reason, along with
failure of adding-up, to be concerned about the general unreliability of
CV.

Whitehead made the following mistakes:

(1) His claim that adding-up passes for the log-linear model is in-
correct. His estimated log-linear models have infinite mean will-
ingness-to-pay (WTP), making it impossible to perform adding-up
tests on the means, as well as rendering the models meaningless. He
used medians for the tests instead of means, assuming – incorrectly
– that the sum of medians is the median of the sum. The difference
is especially pronounced for skewed distributions, like the log-
normal distributions that he used for these models. To correct this
error, we calculated the median of the sum of WTPs through si-
mulation based on the estimated parameters of his log-linear model
in Table 4, assuming independence across distributions. The
median of the sum of the WTPs is $4904, which is 13 times larger
than the $359 that he reported in his Table 5, and 24 times larger
than his estimated median WTP for the whole – clearly a violation
of adding-up. His claim that adding-up passes is based on his in-
correct calculation of the median of a sum.

(2) Whitehead's claim that adding-up passes empirically for some linear
models is incorrect. The linear models were estimated on data that

covered, by definition, only positive WTPs. He assumed– against
logic and without any data-– that a portion of the population has
negative WTPs and found that when this assumption is imposed
post-estimation, the adding-up test passes. He reports that, when
this assumption is not imposed, adding-up fails with his linear
models. This means that adding-up passed in his calculations on
linear models not because of the data but because of his implausible
additional assumption that many people have a negative WTP for
the environmental programs.

(3) Whitehead's claim that adding-up passes when respondents with
missing demographics are dropped is incorrect. In describing his
Table 9, he states that “The 95% confidence intervals for these es-
timates overlap,” and concludes – incorrectly – that adding-up
passes. The t-statistic for the adding-up test is 2.44,1 which is sig-
nificant at the 95% level and indicates that adding-up fails (i.e., the
whole is not equal to the sum of the parts.) His claim that adding-up
passes is based on his mistaken use of overlapping confidence in-
tervals.

(4) Whitehead's claim that weighted estimation passes the adding-up
test is incorrect. His weighted model contains an incorrect sign for a
cost coefficient,2 and yet he mechanically calculates WTP and
performs adding-up tests with this invalid model. WTP is undefined
when the cost coefficient is positive and adding-up tests cannot be
performed when WTP is undefined. We re-estimated his model with
one cost coefficient, instead of separate coefficients for each in-
crement; the estimated cost coefficient takes the correct sign and
adding-up fails.

(5) Whitehead failed to report relevant findings that contradict his
conclusions. In an earlier critique of our paper, Whitehead (2016a)
used the non-parametric Kristrom estimator and claimed that
adding-up passed with this estimator. On examination of his com-
puter programs, we found that he had inadvertently dropped ob-
servations from his calculations. When these observations are in-
cluded, the adding-up test fails with the Kristrom estimator. In his
current Comment, he does not mention the Kristrom estimator
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1 Using the numbers from Table 9, the t-statistic is −

+SQRT
1079 445

(1742 1932)
= 2.44.

2 His estimates are in Table 6. (An alert to readers: Whitehead's Table 8 also shows an incorrect sign for one of the cost coefficients. However, this is a typo. The
estimated slope coefficient for the second increment is −0.00425).
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rather than report the correct results. It is useful for readers to know
that adding-up fails under the non-parametric Kristrom estimator.

(6) Whitehead discussed non-monotonicity, flat areas of demand, and
fat tails as problems in our dataset. As we have said in our papers,
these problems are typical of CV studies, and not, as Whitehead
suggests, unique to our data. All three of these problems are evident
in the original study's data (Chapman et al., 2009), which was a
multimillion-dollar study using extensive focus groups, pretesting,
and in-person interviews. Also, we examined the papers authored or
co-authored by Whitehead that are cited in the recent reviews by
Burrows et al. (2017) and Parsons and Myers (2016).3 These papers
provide 15 CV datasets. Each of the three problems that Whitehead
identified for our paper is evidenced in these datasets:

• Non-monotonicity: 12 of the 15 datasets exhibit non-mono-
tonicity.

• Flat portions of the response curve: All 15 datasets have flat areas
for at least half of the possible adjacent prompts, and 4 datasets
have flat areas for all adjacent prompts.

• Fat tails: In our data, the yes-share at the highest cost prompt
ranged from 15 to 45%, depending on the program increment. In
Whitehead's studies, the share ranged from 14 to 53%.

If Whitehead's data are no worse than typical CV studies, then his
papers indicate the pervasiveness of these problems in CV studies.

(7) Whitehead incorrectly claims that our procedure does not allow
for substitution effects. Survey respondents were informed about
past increments being already provided when asked about a new
program. Any substitution induced by the prior increments is re-
flected in the respondents' answers about the new program.
Readers can verify this by reading Desvousges et al. (2015, here-
after “DMT”). In his discussion of substitution, Whitehead de-
scribes his interpretation of our wording for the scenarios; and his
own interpretation allows for substitution.

(8) Whitehead incorrectly states that we made the “implicit claim”
that income effects are small. We tested for the impact of income
effects and found them to be too small to affect the test results.
This is an empirical finding, not an implicit claim. Again, readers
can verify this in DMT.

(9) Whitehead reports that he obtained a significant income coeffi-
cient in some cases and incorrectly suggests that “[DMT] are using
an inappropriate income coefficient for their income effect simu-
lations.” He did not re-run the simulations using his estimated
income coefficients. We performed the simulations ourselves and
found that the income effects from his estimated income coeffi-
cients are too small to affect the adding-up test.4

(10) Whitehead incorrectly claims that a one-tailed test is appropriate
since substitution and income effects are not included. As stated
above, substitution effects were included, and income effects were
found empirically to be negligible. But it is important for readers
to realize that Whitehead's proposed version of the test renders the
test useless: any CV study that evidences inadequate response to
scope will “pass” his one-tailed adding-up test.

(11) Whitehead incorrectly claims that the concept of scope elasticity,
which he introduced in an earlier paper (Whitehead, 2016b), ad-
dresses the issue of inadequate scope. It does not. It simply
changes the question of “Is the response to scope adequately
large?” to “Is the scope elasticity adequately large?”

(12) Whitehead calculated standard errors for the Turnbull estimates

using a formula from Haab and Haab and McConnell (2002) and
reports: “the WTP estimates fail the adding-up test, replicating the
result in [DMT].” However, even though the result is the same,
Whitehead's calculation of the standard errors is incorrect. Haab
and McConnell's formula is only applicable when monotonicity
holds in all possible samples; it does not reflect the pooling that
arises from non-monotonicities. The adding-up test in our paper
was based on a bootstrap that accounts for the fact that different
samples could (and do) result in different points of non-mono-
tonicity.
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